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Ethernet crimper Deli EDL2468
Ethernet crimper is an indispensable tool for each installer, who has daily contact with telecommunication networks. Deli brand tool in
yellow allow you to crimp RJ45 plugs in a safe way. With this device you can independently crimp the ends on cables of any length. This
practical tool is ideal for modular connectors: 8P (RJ-45 - 8P8C), 6P (RJ-14-6P4C & RJ-12 - 6P6C) and 4P (RJ-9 - 4P4C). The kit also includes
a stripping tool and 6 network connectors.
 
Multifunctionality
This practical tool will prove itself in many applications. It allows not only to crimp connectors, but also to strip the insulation of network
cables  and  cut  wires.  Thanks  to  this,  it  will  prove  indispensable  not  only  in  the  home  workshop,  but  also  at  work  in  server  rooms,
monitoring, repairs and minor renovations. Multifunctional pliers Deli  will  be useful for amateur DIY enthusiasts as well  as professional
fitters and demanding professionals.
 
Top quality workmanship
The tool is made of high-grade carbon steel for accurate crimping and fast, yet precise cutting. Moreover, the use of cold rolled steel and
heat treatment guarantees even better quality and makes it easier to achieve the desired results. The tool's handle is made of PVC and is
extremely wear-resistant. It lies well in the hand, provides a secure grip and offers unparalleled comfort - now you can work effortlessly.
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In the box
Ethernet crimper
Stripping Tool
6x network connector
Brand
Deli
Model
EDL2468
Weight
390g
Dimensions
200x90mm
Material
Carbon steel + PVC
Usage
Crimping connectors, cutting and stripping insulation from network and telephone cables, etc.

Preço:

€ 7.00

Ferramentas, Pliers, Lock grip pliers
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